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Abstract—Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is a geometric modeling technique that defines complex shapes by recursively applying
boolean operations on primitives such as spheres and cylinders. We present CSGNET, a deep network architecture that takes as input
a 2D or 3D shape and outputs a CSG program that models it. Parsing shapes into CSG programs is desirable as it yields a compact
and interpretable generative model. However, the task is challenging since the space of primitives and their combinations can be
prohibitively large. CSGNET uses a convolutional encoder and recurrent decoder based on deep networks to map shapes to modeling
instructions in a feed-forward manner and is significantly faster than bottom-up approaches. We investigate two architectures for this
task — a vanilla encoder (CNN) - decoder (RNN) and another architecture that augments the encoder with an explicit memory module
based on the program execution stack. The stack augmentation improves the reconstruction quality of the generated shape and
learning efficiency. Our approach is also more effective as a shape primitive detector compared to a state-of-the-art object detector.
Finally, we demonstrate CSGNET can be trained on novel datasets without program annotations through policy gradient techniques.
Index Terms—Constructive Solid Geometry, Reinforcement Learning, Shape Parsing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in generative
models of 2D or 3D shapes, especially through the use of deep
neural networks as image or shape priors. However, current
methods are limited to the generation of low-level shape represen-
tations consisting of pixels, voxels, or points. Human designers,
on the other hand, rarely model shapes as a collection of these
individual elements. For example, in vector graphics modeling
packages (e.g., Inkscape, Illustrator, and so on), shapes are often
created through higher-level primitives, such as parametric curves
(e.g., Bezier curves) or basic shapes (e.g., circles, polygons), as
well as operations acting on these primitives, such as boolean
operations, deformations, extrusions, and so on. Describing shapes
with higher-level primitives and operations is highly desirable for
designers since it is compact and makes subsequent editing easier.
It may also better capture certain aspects of human shape percep-
tion such as view invariance, compositionality, and symmetry [1].
The goal of our work is to develop an algorithm that parses
shapes into their constituent modeling primitives and operations
within the framework of Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [2].
CSG is a popular geometric modeling framework where shapes
are generated by recursively applying boolean operations, such
as union or intersection, on simple geometric primitives, such as
spheres or cylinders. Figure 1 illustrates an example where a 2D
shape (top) and a 3D shape (bottom) are generated as a sequence
of operations over primitives or a visual program. Yet, parsing a
shape into its CSG program poses a number of challenges. First,
the number of primitives and operations is not the same for all
shapes i.e., our output does not have constant dimensionality, as in
the case of pixel arrays, voxel grids, or fixed point sets. Second, the
order of these instructions matter — small changes in the order of
operations can significantly change the generated shape. Third, the
number of possible programs grows exponentially with program
length.
Fig. 1: Our shape parser produces a compact program that
generates an input 2D or 3D shape. On top is an input image
of 2D shape, its program and the underlying parse tree where
primitives are combined with boolean operations. On the bottom
is an input voxelized 3D shape, the induced program, and the
resulting shape from its execution.
Existing approaches for CSG parsing are predominantly
search-based. A significant portion of related literature has focused
on approaches to efficiently estimate primitives in a bottom-up
manner, and to search for their combinations using heuristic op-
timization. While these techniques can generate complex shapes,
they are prone to noise in the input and are generally slow. Our
contribution is a neural network architecture called CSGNET that
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2generates the program in a feed-forward manner. The approach is
inspired by the ability of deep networks for generative sequence
modeling such as for speech and language. As a result CSGNET is
efficient at test time, as it can be viewed as an amortized search [3]
procedure. Furthermore, it be used as an initialization for search-
based approaches leading to improvements in accuracy at the cost
of computation.
At a high-level, CSGNET is an encoder-decoder architecture
that encodes the input shape using a convolutional network and
decodes it into a sequence of instructions using a recurrent
network (Figure 2). It is trained on a large synthetic dataset of
automatically generated 2D and 3D programs (Table 2). However,
this leads to poor generalization when applied to new domains.
To adapt models to new domains without program annotations,
we employ policy gradient techniques from the reinforcement
learning literature [4]. Combining the parser with a CSG rendering
engine allows the networks to receive feedback based on the visual
difference between the input and generated shape, and the parser
is trained to minimize this difference (Figure 2). Furthermore, we
investigate two network architectures: a vanilla recurrent network
(CSGNET), and a new variant (CSGNETSTACK) that incorpo-
rates explicit memory in a form of a stack, as seen in Figure 3. The
memory is based on the execution stack of the CSG engine and
enables explicit modeling of the intermediate program state. Our
experiments demonstrate that this improves the overall accuracy
of the generated programs while using less training data.
We evaluate the CSGNET and CSGNETSTACK architectures
on a number of shape parsing tasks. Both offer consistently better
performance than a nearest-neighbor baseline and are significantly
more efficient than an optimization based approach. Reinforce-
ment learning improves their performance when applying them to
new domains without requiring ground-truth program annotations
making the approach more practical (Table 4). We also investigate
the role of size of training data and reward shaping on the
performance of the parser. Finally, we evaluate the performance
on the task of primitive detection and compare it with a Faster
R-CNN detector [5] trained on the same dataset. CSGNET offers
4.2% higher Mean Average Precision (MAP) and is 4 times faster
compared to the Faster R-CNN detector, suggesting that joint
reasoning about the presence and ordering of objects leads to
better performance for object detection (Table 6).
This paper extends our work that first appeared in [6], adding
analysis on reward shaping and the dependence on training
set size, as well as the stack-augmented network architecture.
Our PyTorch [7] implementation is publicly available at: https:
//hippogriff.github.io/CSGNet/.
2 RELATED WORK
CSG parsing has a long history and a number of approaches have
been proposed in the literature over the past 20 years. Much of the
earlier work can be categorized as “bottom-up” and focuses on
the problem of converting a boundary representation (b-Rep) of
the shape to a CSG program. Our work is more related to program
generation approaches using neural networks which have recently
seen a revival in the context of natural language, graphics, and
visual reasoning tasks. We briefly summarize prior work below.
2.1 Bottom-up shape parsing
An early example of a grammar-based shape parsing approach
is the “pictorial structure” model [8]. It uses a tree-structured
grammar to represent articulated objects and has been applied
to parsing and detecting humans and other categories [9]–[11].
However, the parse trees are often shallow and these methods rely
on accurate bottom-up proposals to guide parsing (e.g., face and
upper-body detection for humans). In contrast, primitive detection
for CSG parsing is challenging as shapes change significantly
when boolean operations are applied to them. Approaches, such
as [12]–[14], assume an exact boundary representation of primi-
tives which is challenging to estimate from noisy or low-resolution
shapes. This combined with the fact that parse trees for CSG
can be significantly deeper makes bottom-up parsing error prone.
Evolutionary approaches have also been investigated for opti-
mizing CSG trees [15]–[17], however, they are computationally
expensive.
Thus, recent work has focused on reducing the complexity
of search. Tao et al. [18] directly operates on input meshes, and
converts the mixed domain of CSG trees (discrete operations and
continuous primitive locations) to a discrete domain that is suitable
for boolean satisfiability (SAT) based program synthesizers. This
is different from our approach which uses a neural network to
generate programs without relying on an external optimizer.
2.2 Inverse procedural modeling
A popular approach to generate 3D shapes and scenes is to
infer context-free, often probabilistic “shape grammars” from a
small set of exemplars, then sample grammar derivations to create
new shapes [19]–[22]. This approach called Inverse Procedural
Modeling (IPM) has also been used in analysis-by-synthesis image
parsing frameworks [23]–[25].
Recent approaches employ CNNs to infer parameters of ob-
jects [26] or whole scenes [27] to aid procedural modeling. A
similar trend is observed in graphics applications where CNNs are
used to map input images or partial shapes to procedural model
parameters [28]–[30]. Wu et al. [31] detect objects in scenes
by employing a network for producing object proposals and a
network that predicts whether there is an object in a proposed
segment, along with various object attributes. Eslami et al. [32]
use a recurrent neural network to attend to one object at a time in
a scene, and learn to use an appropriate number of inference steps
to recover object counts, identities and poses.
Our goal is fundamentally different: given a generic grammar
describing 2D or 3D modeling instructions and a target image
or shape, our method infers a derivation, or more specifically a
modeling program, that describes it. The underlying grammar for
CSG is quite generic compared to specialized shape grammars. It
can model shapes in several different classes and domains (e.g.,
furniture, logos, etc.).
2.3 Neural program induction
Our approach is inspired by recent work in using neural networks
to infer programs expressed in some high-level language, e.g., to
answer question involving complex arithmetic, logical, or seman-
tic parsing operations [33]–[41]. Approaches, such as [42], [43],
produce programs composed of functions that perform composi-
tional reasoning on an image using an execution engine consisting
of neural modules [44]. Similarly, our method produces a program
consisting of shape modeling instructions to match a target image
by incorporating a shape renderer.
Other related work include the recent work by Tian et al.
[45], which proposes a program induction architecture for 3D
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Fig. 2: Overview of our approach. Our neural shape parser consists of two parts: first at every time step encoder takes as input a
target shape (2D or 3D) and outputs a feature vector through CNN. Second, a decoder maps these features to a sequence of modeling
instructions yielding a visual program. The rendering engine processes the program and outputs the final shape. The training signal can
either come from ground truth programs when such are available, or in the form of rewards after rendering the predicted programs.
shape modeling. Here programs contain a variety of primitives and
symmetries are incorporated with loops. While this is effective
for categories such as chairs, the lack of boolean operations is
limiting. A more complex approach is that of Ellis et al. [46],
who synthesize hand-drawn shapes by combining (lines, circles,
rectangles) into Latex programs. Program synthesis is posed as a
constraint satisfaction problem which is computationally expen-
sive and can take hours to solve. In contrast, our feed-forward
model that takes a fraction of a second to generate a program.
2.4 Primitive fitting
Deep networks have recently been applied to a wide range of
primitive fitting problems for 2D and 3D shapes. Tulsiani et al.
[47] proposed a volumetric CNN that predicts a fixed number
of cuboidal primitives to describe an input 3D shape. Zou et al.
[48] proposed an LSTM-based architecture to predict a variable
number of boxes given input depth images. Li et al. [49] intro-
duced a point cloud based primitive fitting network where shapes
are represented as an union of primitives. Paschalidou et al. [50]
uses superquadrics instead of traditional cuboids. Huang et al. [51]
decompose an image by detecting primitives and arranging them
into layers. Gao et al. [52] train deep network to produce control
points for splines using input images and point cloud. The above
approaches are trained to minimize reconstruction error like our
method. On the other hand, they are limited to primitive fitting,
while our method also learns modeling operating on them.
3 DESIGNING A NEURAL SHAPE PARSER
In this section, we first present a neural shape parser, called
CSGNET, that induces programs based on a CSG grammar
given only 2D/3D shapes as input. We also present another
shape parser variant, called CSGNETSTACK, which incorporates
a stack as a form of explicit memory and results in improved
accuracy and faster training. We show that both variants can be
trained to produce CSG programs in a supervised learning setting
when ground-truth programs are available. When these are not
available, we show that reinforcement learning can be used based
on policy gradient and reward shaping techniques. Finally, we
describe ways to improve the shape parsing at test time through a
post-processing stage.
CSGNET. The goal of a shape parser pi is to produce a
sequence of instructions given an input shape. The parser can
be implemented as an encoder-decoder using neural network
modules as shown in Figure 2. The encoder takes as input an
image I and produces an encoding Φ(I) using a CNN. The
decoder Θ takes as input Φ(I) and produces a probability
distribution over programs P represented as a sequence of
instructions. Decoders can be implemented using Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs). We employ Gated Recurrent Units
(GRUs) [53] that have been widely used for sequence prediction
tasks such as generating natural language and speech. The overall
network can be written as pi(I) = Θ ◦ Φ(I). We call this basic
architecture as CSGNET (see also Figure 3, left).
CSGNETSTACK. The above architecture can further be improved
by incorporating feedback from the renderer back to the network.
More specifically, the encoder can be augmented with an execution
stack that stores the result of the renderer at every time step along
with the input shape. This enables the network to adapt to the
current rendered result. To accomplish this, our CSG rendering
engine executes the program instructions produced by the decoder
with the help of stack S = {st : t = 1, 2 . . .} at each time
step t. The stack is updated after every instruction is executed
and contains intermediate shapes produced by previous boolean
operations or simply an initially drawn shape primitive. This stack
of shapes is concatenated with the target shape, all stored as binary
maps, along the channel dimension. The concatenated map is
processed by the network at the next time step. Instead of taking
all elements of the stack, which vary in number depending on the
generated program, we only take the top-K maps of the stack.
Empty entries in the stack are represented as all-zero maps (see
also Figure 3, right). At the first time step, the stack is empty, so
all K maps are zero.
In our implementation, the parser pi takes Z = [I, S] as input
of size 64×64×(K+1) for 2D networks and 64×64×64×(K+
1) for 3D networks, where I is the input shape, S is the execution
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Fig. 3: Two proposed architectures of our neural shape parser CSGNET (left), CSGNETSTACK (right). CSGNet takes the target
shape as input and encodes it using a CNN, whereas in CSGNETSTACK, the target shape is concatenated with stack St along the
channel dimension and passes as input to the CNN encoder at every time step. Empty entries in the stack are shown in white.
stack of the renderer, and K is the size of the stack. The number
of channels is (K + 1) since the target shape, also represented
as 642 (or 643 in 3D), is concatenated with the stack. Details of
the architecture are described in Section 4. Similarly to the basic
CSGNET architecture, the encoder takes Z as input and yields
a fixed length encoding Φ(Z), which is passed as input to the
decoder Θ to produce a probability distribution over programs P .
The stack-based network can be written as pi(Z) = Θ◦Φ(Z). We
call this stack based architecture CSGNETSTACK. The difference
between the two architectures is illustrated in Figure 3.
Grammar. The space of programs can be efficiently described
according to a context-free grammar [54]. For example, in con-
structive solid geometry the instructions consist of drawing prim-
itives (eg, spheres, cubes, cylinders, etc) and performing boolean
operations described as a grammar with the following production
rules:
S → E
E → E E T | P
T → OP1|OP2| . . . |OPm
P → SHAPE1|SHAPE2| . . . |SHAPEn
Each rule indicates possible derivations of a non-terminal sym-
bol separated by the | symbol. Here S is the start symbol, OPi is
chosen from a set of defined modeling operations and the SHAPEi
is a primitive chosen from a set of basic shapes at different
positions, scales, orientations, etc. Instructions can be written in a
standard post-fix notation, e.g., SHAPE1SHAPE2OP1SHAPE3OP2.
Table 4 shows an example of a program predicted by the network
and corresponding rendering process.
3.1 Learning
Given the input shape I and execution stack S of the renderer,
the parser network pi generates a program that minimizes a
reconstruction error between the shape produced by executing
the program and a target shape. Note that not all programs are
valid hence the network must also learn to generate grammatical
programs.
3.1.1 Supervised learning
When target programs are available both CSGNET and CSGNET-
STACK variants can be trained with standard supervised learning
techniques. Training data consists of N shapes, P corresponding
programs, and also in the case of CSGNETSTACK S stacks,
program triplets (Ii, Si, P i), i = 1, . . . , N . The ground-truth
program P i can be written as a sequence of instructions gi1, g
i
2 ..
giTi , where Ti is the length of the program P
i. Similarly, in the
case of CSGNETSTACK, the Si can be written as sequence of
states of stack si1, s
i
2 .. s
i
Ti
used by the rendering engine while
executing the instructions in program P i. Note that while training
in supervised setting, the stack st is generated by the renderer
while executing ground truth instructions g1:t, but during inference
time, the stack is generated by the renderer while executing
the predicted instructions. For both network variants, the RNN
produces a categorical distribution pi for both variants.
The parameters θ for either variant can be learned to maximize
the log-likelihood of the ground truth instructions:
L(θ) =
N∑
i=1
Ti∑
t=1
log piθ(g
i
t|gi1:t−1, si1:t−1, Ii) (1)
3.1.2 Learning with policy gradients
Without target programs one can minimize a reconstruction error
between the shape obtained by executing the program and the tar-
get. However, directly minimizing this error using gradient-based
techniques is not possible since the output space is discrete and
execution engines are typically not differentiable. Policy gradient
techniques [4] from the reinforcement learning (RL) literature can
instead be used in this case.
Concretely, the parser piθ , that represents a policy network,
can be used to sample a program y = (a1,a2 .. aT ) conditioned
on the input shape I, and in the case of CSGNETSTACK, also on
the stack S = (s1, s2 .. sT ). Note that while training using policy
gradient and during inference time, the stack st is generated by
the renderer while executing predicted instructions by the parser
since ground-truth programs are unavailable. Then a reward R can
be estimated by measuring the similarity between the generated
image Iˆ obtained by executing the program and the target shape
I . With this setup, we want to learn the network parameters θ that
5Instruction Execution Stack
Rendered Image
union(P3, P4)
intersect(P2, E1)
subtract(P1, E2)
P3 P4
E1P2
E2P1
Out
circle(32,32,28) push circle(32,32,28) [P1]
square(32,40,24) push square(32,40,24) [P2 P1]
circle(48,32,12) push circle(48,32,12) [P3 P2 P1]
circle(24,32,16) push circle(24,32,16) [P4 P3 P2 P1]
union A=pop; B=pop; push(B∪A) [E1 P2 P1] // E1=P3∪P4
intersect A=pop; B=pop; push(B∩A) [E2 P1] // E2=P2∩E1
subtract A=pop; B=pop; push(B-A) [Out] // Out=P1-E2
Fig. 4: Example program execution. Each row in the table from the top shows the instructions, program execution, and the current
state of the stack of the shift-reduce CSG parser. On the right is a graphical representation of the program. An instruction corresponding
to a primitive leads to push operation on the stack, while an operator instruction results in popping the top two elements of the stack
and pushing the result of applying this operator.
maximize the expected rewards over programs sampled under the
predicted distribution piθ(y|S, I) across images I sampled from a
distribution D:
EI∼D
[
Jθ(I)
]
= EI∼D
T∑
t=1
Eyt∼piθ(y|s1:t−1,I) [R]
The outer expectation can be replaced by a sample estimate
on the training data. The gradient of the inner expectation can be
obtained by rearranging the equation as1:
∇θJθ(I) = ∇θ
∑
y
piθ(y)R =
∑
y
∇θ log piθ(y)
[
piθ(y)R
]
It is often intractable to compute the expectation Jθ(I) since
the space of programs is very large. Hence the expectation must be
approximated. The popular REINFORCE [4] algorithm computes
a Monte-Carlo estimate as:
∇θJθ(I) = 1
M
M∑
m=1
T∑
t=1
∇ log piθ(aˆmt |aˆm1:t−1, sˆm1:t−1, I)Rm
by sampling M programs from the policy piθ . Each program ym
is obtained by sampling instructions aˆmt=1:T from the distribution
aˆmt ∼ piθ(at|aˆm1:t−1; sˆm1:t−1, I) at every time step t until the
stop symbol (EOS) is sampled. The reward Rm is calculated by
executing the program ym. Sampling-based estimates typically
have high variance that can be reduced by subtracting a baseline
without changing the bias as:
∇θJθ(I)= 1
M
M∑
m=1
T∑
t=1
∇θ log piθ(aˆmt |aˆm1:t−1, sˆm1:t−1, I)(Rm−b)
(2)
A good choice of the baseline is the expected value of returns
starting from t [4], [55]. We compute the baseline as the running
average of past rewards.
Reward. The rewards should be primarily designed to encourage
visual similarity of the generated program with the target. Visual
similarity between two shapes is measured using the Chamfer
distance (CD) between points on the edges of each shape. The
CD is between two point sets, x and y, is defined as follows:
Ch(x,y) =
1
2|x|
∑
x∈x
min
y∈y‖x− y‖2 +
1
2|y|
∑
y∈y
min
x∈x‖x− y‖2
1. conditioning on stack and input image is removed for the sake of brevity.
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TABLE 1: Reward shaping. (Left) We visualize the skewness
introduced by the γ in the reward function. (Right) Larger γ value
produces smaller CD (in number of pixels) when our model is
trained using REINFORCE.
The points are scaled by the image diagonal, thus Ch(x,y) ∈
[0, 1] ∀x,y. The distance can be efficiently computed using
distance transforms. In our implementation, we also set a max-
imum length T for the induced programs to avoid having too
long or redundant programs (e.g., repeating the same modeling
instructions over and over again). We then define the reward as:
R =
{
f
(
Ch(Edge(I),Edge(<(y)) , y is valid
0, y is invalid
where f is a reward shaping function and < is the CSG rendering
engine that renders the program y into a binary image. Since
invalid programs get zero reward, the maximum length constraint
on the programs encourages the network to produce shorter
programs with high rewards. We use maximum length T = 13
in all of our RL experiments. The function f shapes the CD as
f(x) = (1 − x)γ with an exponent γ > 0. Higher values of
γ makes the reward closer to zero, thereby making the network
to produce programs with smaller CD. Table 1 (left) shows the
dynamics of reward shaping function with different γ value and
(right) shows that increasing γ values decreases the average CD
calculated over the test set. We choose γ = 20 in our experiments.
3.2 Inference
Greedy decoding and beam search. Estimating the most likely
program given an input is intractable using RNNs. Instead one
usually employs a greedy decoder that picks the most likely
instruction at each time step. An alternate is to use a beam search
procedure that maintains the k-best likely sequences at each time
step. In our experiments we report results with varying beam sizes.
6Fig. 5: Samples of our synthetically generated programs. 2D
samples are in the top row and 3D samples in the bottom.
Visually-guided refinement. Both parser variants produce a pro-
gram with a discrete set of primitives. However, further refinement
can be done by directly optimizing the position and size of the
primitives to maximize the reward. The refinement step keeps
the program structure of the program and primitive type fixed
but uses a heuristic algorithm [56] to optimize the parameters
using feedback from the rendering engine. In our experiments, we
observed that the algorithm converges to a local minima in about
10 iterations and consistently improves the results.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We describe our experiments on different datasets exploring the
generalization capabilities of our network variants (CSGNET and
CSGNETSTACK). We first describe our datasets: (i) an automat-
ically generated dataset of 2D and 3D shapes based on synthetic
generation of CSG programs, (ii) 2D CAD shapes mined from the
web where ground-truth programs are not available, and (iii) logo
images mined also from the web where ground-truth programs
are also not available. Below we discuss our qualitative and
quantitative results on the above dataset.
4.1 Datasets
To train our network in the supervised learning setting, we
automatically created a large set of 2D and 3D CSG-based
synthetic programs according to the grammars described below.
Synthetic 2D shapes. We sampled derivations of the following
CSG grammar to create our synthetic dataset in the 2D case:
S → E;
E → EET | P (L,R);
T → intersect | union | subtract;
P → square | circle | triangle;
L→
[
8 : 8 : 56
]2
; R→
[
8 : 4 : 32
]
.
Primitives are specified by their type: square, circle, or triangle,
locations L and circumscribing circle of radius R on a canvas
of size 64 × 64. There are three boolean operations: intersect,
union, and subtract. L is discretized to lie on a square grid
with spacing of 8 units and R is discretized with spacing of 4
units. The triangles are assumed to be upright and equilateral.
The synthetic dataset is created by sampling random programs
containing different number of primitives from the above
Program
Length
2D 3D
Train Val Test Train Val Test
3 25k 5k 5k 100k 10k 20k
5 100k 10k 50k 200k 20k 40k
7 150k 20k 50k 400k 40k 80k
9 250k 20k 50k - - -
11 350k 20k 100k - - -
13 350k 20k 100k - - -
TABLE 2: Statistics of our 2D and 3D synthetic dataset.
grammar, constraining the distribution of various primitive
types and operation types to be uniform. We also ensure that
no duplicate programs exist in our dataset. The primitives are
rendered as binary images and the programs are executed on a
canvas of 64× 64 pixels. Samples from our dataset are shown in
Figure 5. Table 2 provides details about the size and splits of our
dataset.
Synthetic 3D shapes. We sampled derivations of the following
grammar in the case of 3D CSG:
S → E; E → EET ;
E → sp(L,R) | cu(L,R) | cy(L,R,H)
T → intersect | union | subtract;
L→
[
8 : 8 : 56]3
R→
[
8 : 4 : 32]; H →
[
8 : 4 : 32].
The operations are same as in the 2D case. Three basic
solids are denoted by ‘sp’: Sphere, ‘cu’: Cube, ‘cy’: Cylinder. L
represents the center of primitive in a 3D voxel grid. R specifies
radius of sphere and cylinder, or the size of cube. H is the
height of cylinder. The primitives are rendered as voxels and the
programs are executed on a 3D volumetric grid of size 64 × 64
× 64. We used the same random sampling method as used for the
synthetic 2D dataset, resulting in 3D CSG programs. 3D shape
samples are shown in Figure 5.
2D CAD shapes. We collected 8K CAD shapes from the Trimble
3DWarehouse dataset [57] in three categories: chair, desk and
lamps. We rendered the CAD shapes into 64 × 64 binary masks
from their front and side views. In Section 4, we show that the
rendered shapes can be parsed effectively through our visual
program induction method. We split this dataset into 5K shapes
for training, 1.5K validation and 1.5K for testing.
Web logos. We mined 20 binary logos from the web that can
be modeled using the primitives in our output shapes. We test our
approach on these logos without further training or fine-tuning our
net on this data.
4.2 Implementation details
2D shape parsing. Our encoder is based on an image-based
convnet in the case of 2D inputs. In the case of CSGNETSTACK,
the input to the network is a fixed size stack along with target
image concatenated along the channel dimension, resulting in an
the input tensor of size 64 × 64 × (K + 1), where K is the
number of used maps in the stack (stack size). In the architecture
without stack (CSGNET), K is simply set to 0. The output of
the encoder is passed as input to our GRU-based decoder at
every program step. The hidden state of our GRU units is passed
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Fig. 6: Performance (Left: IOU, Right: chamfer distance) of models by changing training size. Training is done using x% of
the complete dataset, where x is shown on the horizontal axis. The top-k beam sizes used during decoding at test time are shown
in the legend. The performance of CSGNET (our basic non-stack neural shape parser) is shown in blue and the performance of
CSGNETSTACK (our variant that uses the execution stack) is shown in lime.
through two fully-connected layers, which are then converted
into a probability distribution over program instructions through
a classification layer. For the 2D CSG there are 400 unique
instructions corresponding to 396 different primitive types,
discrete locations and sizes, the 3 boolean operations and the stop
symbol.
3D shape parsing. In the case of 3D shapes, the encoder is based
on an volumetric, voxel-based convnet. 3D-CSGNETSTACK con-
catenates the stack with the target shape along the channel dimen-
sion, resulting in an input tensor of size 64× 64× 64× (K + 1),
where K is the number of used maps in the stack (stack size). In
the architecture without stack (3D-CSGNET), K is simply set to
0. The encoder comprises of multiple layers of 3D convolutions
yielding a fixed size encoding vector. Similarly to the 2D case,
the GRU-based decoder takes the output of the encoder and
sequentially produces the program instructions. In this case, there
are 6635 unique instructions with 6631 different types of primi-
tives with different sizes and locations, plus 3 boolean modeling
operations and a stop symbol.
During training, on synthetic dataset, we sample images/3D
shapes rendered from programs of variable length (up to 13 for
2D and up to 7 for 3D dataset) from training dataset from Table
2. More details about the architecture of our encoder and decoder
(number and type of layers) are provided in the supplementary
material.
For supervised learning, we use the Adam optimizer [58] with
learning rate 0.001 and dropout of 0.2 in non-recurrent network
connections. For reinforcement learning, we use stochastic gradi-
ent descent with 0.9 momentum, 0.01 learning rate, and with the
same dropout as above.
4.3 Results
We evaluate our network variants in two different ways: (i) as
models for inferring the entire program, and (ii) as models for
inferring primitives, i.e., as object detectors.
4.3.1 Inferring programs
Evaluation on the synthetic 2D shapes. We perform supervised
learning to train our stack-based network CSGNETSTACK and
Method IOU (k=1) IOU (k=10) CD (k=1) CD (k=10)
NN 73.9 - 1.93 -
CSGNET 86.77 88.74 0.70 0.32
CSGNETSTACK 91.33 93.45 0.60 0.12
TABLE 3: Comparison of a NN baseline with the super-
vised network without stack (CSGNET) and with stack
(CSGNETSTACK) on the synthetic 2D dataset. Results are
shown using Chamfer Distance (CD) and IOU metric by varying
beam sizes (k) during decoding. CD is in number of pixels.
the non-stack-based network CSGNET on the training split of this
synthetic dataset, and evaluate performance on its test split under
different beam sizes. We compare with a baseline that retrieves
a program in the training split using a Nearest Neighbor (NN)
approach. In NN setting, the program for a test image is retrieved
by taking the program of the train image that is most similar to
the test image.
Table 3 compares CSGNETSTACK, CSGNET, and a NN
baseline using the Chamfer distance between the test target and
predicted shapes using the complete synthetic dataset. Our parser
is able to outperform the NN method. One would expect that NN
would perform well here because the size of the training set is
large. However, our results indicate that our compositional parser
is better at capturing shape variability, which is still significant in
this dataset. Results are also shown with increasing beam sizes
(k) during decoding, which consistently improves performance.
Figure 7 also shows the programs retrieved through NN and our
generated program for a number of characteristic examples in our
test split of our synthetic dataset.
We also examine the learning capability of CSGNETSTACK
with significantly less synthetic training dataset in comparison
to CSGNET in the Figure 6. With just 5% of the total dataset,
CSGNETSTACK performs 80% IOU (1.3 CD) in comparison
to 70% IOU (1.7 CD) using CSGNET. The CSGNETSTACK
continues to perform better compared to CSGNET in the case
of more training data. This shows that incorporating the extra
knowledge in the form of an execution stack based on the
proposed architecture makes it easier to learn to parse shapes.
8Method Train Test CD (@refinement iterations)
i=0 i=1 i=2 i=4 i=10 i=∞
NN - - 1.92 1.22 1.13 1.08 1.07 1.07
CSGNET Supervised k=1 2.45 1.2 1.03 0.97 0.96 0.96
CSGNET Supervised k=10 1.68 0.79 0.67 0.63 0.62 0.62
CSGNETSTACK Supervised k=1 3.98 2.66 2.41 2.29 2.25 2.25
CSGNETSTACK Supervised k=10 1.38 0.56 0.45 0.40 0.39 0.39
CSGNET RL k=1 1.40 0.71 0.63 0.60 0.60 0.60
CSGNET RL k=10 1.19 0.53 0.47 0.41 0.41 0.41
CSGNETSTACK RL k=1 1.27 0.67 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.57
CSGNETSTACK RL k=10 1.02 0.48 0.43 0.35 0.34 0.34 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
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TABLE 4: Comparison of various approaches on the CAD shape dataset. CSGNET: neural shape parser without stack,
CSGNETSTACK: parser with stack, NN: nearest neighbor. Left: Results are shown with different beam sizes (k) during decoding.
Fine-tuning using RL improves the performance of both network, with CSGNETSTACK perfoming the best. Increasing the number of
iterations (i) of visually guided refinement during testing also improves results significantly. i = ∞ corresponds to running visually
guided refinement till convergence. Right: Inference time for different methods. Increasing number of iterations of visually guided
refinement improves the performance, with least CD in a given inference time is produced by Stack based architecture. CD metric is in
number of pixels.
Fig. 7: Comparison of performance on synthetic 2D dataset.
a) Input image, b) NN-retrieved image, c) top-1 prediction of
CSGNET, d) top-1 prediction of CSGNETSTACK, e) top-10 pre-
diction of CSGNET and f) top-10 prediction of CSGNETSTACK.
Evaluation on 2D CAD shapes. For this dataset, we report
results on its test split under two conditions: (i) when training
our network only on synthetic data, and (ii) when training our
network on synthetic data and also fine-tuning it on the training
split of rendered CAD dataset using policy gradients.
Table 4 shows quantitative results on this dataset. We first
compare with the NN baseline. For any shape in this dataset,
where ground truth program is not available, NN retrieves a shape
Method NN 3D-CSGNET 3D-CSGNETSTACKk=1 k=5 k=10 k=1 k=5 k=10
IOU (%) 73.2 80.1 85.3 89.2 81.5 86.9 90.5
TABLE 5: Comparison of the supervised network (3D-
CSGNETSTACK and 3D-CSGNET) with NN baseline on the
3D dataset. Results are shown using IOU(%) metric and varying
beam sizes (k) during decoding.
from synthetic dataset and we use the ground truth program of the
retrieved synthetic shape for comparison.
We then list the performance of CSGNETSTACK and CS-
GNET trained in a supervised manner only on our synthetic
dataset. Further training with Reinforcement Learning (RL) on
the training split of the 2D CAD dataset improves the results
significantly and outperforms the NN approach by a considerable
margin. This also shows the advantage of using RL, which trains
the shape parser without ground-truth programs. The stack based
network CSGNETSTACK performs better than CSGNET showing
better generalization on the new dataset. We note that directly
training the network using RL alone does not yield good results
which suggests that the two-stage learning (supervised learning
and RL) is important. Finally, optimizing the best beam search
program with visually guided refinement yielded results with the
smallest Chamfer Distance. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the
rendered programs for various examples in the test split of the
2D CAD dataset for variants of our network. Visually guided
refinement on top of beam search of our two stage-learned network
qualitatively produces results that best match the input image.
We also show an ablation study indicating how much
pretraining on the synthetic dataset is required to perform well on
the CAD dataset in Figure 9. With just 5% of the synthetic dataset
based pretraining, CSGNETSTACK gives 60% IOU (and 1.3 CD)
in comparison to 46% IOU (and 1.9 CD), which shows the faster
learning capability of our stack based architecture. Increasing the
synthetic training size used in pretraining shows slight decrease in
performance for the CSGNETSTACK network after 15%, which
hints at the overfitting of the network on the synthetic dataset
domain.
9a)
b)
c)
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Fig. 8: Comparison of performance on the 2D CAD dataset. a) Target image, b) NN retrieved image, c) best result from beam search
on top of CSGNet fine-tuned with RL, d) best result from beam search on top of CSGNETSTACK fine-tuned with RL, and refining
results using the visually guided search on the best beam result of CSGNET (e) and CSGNETSTACK (f).
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Fig. 9: Performance (Left: IOU, Right: chamfer distance) of CSGNET and CSGNETSTACK on the test split of the 2D CAD
dataset wrt the size of the synthetic dataset used to pre-train the two architectures. Pre-training is done using x% of the complete
synthetic dataset (x is shown on the horizontal axis) and fine-tuning is done on the complete CAD dataset. CSGNETSTACK performs
better while using less proportion of the synthetic dataset for pretraining.
Evaluation on Logos. We experiment with the logo dataset
described in Section 4.1 (none of these logos participate in
training). Outputs of the induced programs parsing the input
logos are shown in Figure 10. In general, our method is able to
parse logos into primitives well, yet performance can degrade
when long programs are required to generate them, or when they
contain shapes that are very different from our used primitives.
Evaluation on Synthetic 3D CSG. Finally, we show that our
approach can be extended to 3D shapes. In the 3D CSG set-
ting we use 3D-CSG dataset as described in the Section 4.1.
We train a stack based 3D-CSGNETSTACK network that takes
64 × 64 × 64 × (K + 1) voxel representation of input shape
concatenated with voxel representation of stack. The input to
our 3D-CSGNET are voxelized shapes in a 64×64×64 grid.
Our output is a 3D CSG program, which can be rendered as
a high-resolution polygon mesh (we emphasize that our output
is not voxels, but CSG primitives and operations that can be
computed and rendered accurately). Figure 11 show pairs of input
voxel grids and our output shapes from the test split of the 3D
dataset. The quantitative results are shown in the Table 5, where
we compare our 3D-CSGNETSTACK and 3D-CSGNET networks
at different beam search decodings with NN method. The stack-
based network also improves the performance over the non-stack
variant. The results indicate that our method is promising in
inducing correct programs for 3D shapes, which also has the
advantage of accurately reconstructing the voxelized surfaces into
high-resolution surfaces.
4.3.2 Primitive detection
Successful program induction for a shape requires not only pre-
dicting correct primitives but also correct sequences of operations
to combine these primitives. Here we evaluate the shape parser
as a primitive detector (i.e., we evaluate the output primitives of
10
Fig. 10: Results for our logo dataset. a) Target logos, b) output
shapes from CSGNET and c) inferred primitives from output
program. Circle primitives are shown with red outlines, triangles
with green and squares with blue.
Method Circle Square Triangle Mean Speed (im/s)
Faster R-CNN 87.4 71.0 81.8 80.1 5
CSGNET, k = 10 86.7 79.3 83.1 83.0 80
CSGNET, k = 40 88.1 80.7 84.1 84.3 20
TABLE 6: MAP of detectors on the synthetic 2D shape dataset.
We also report detection speed measured as images/second on a
NVIDIA 1070 GPU.
our program, not the operations themselves). This allows us to
directly compare our approach with bottom-up object detection
techniques.
In particular we compare against Faster R-CNNs [5], a state-
of-the-art object detector. The Faster R-CNN is based on the VGG-
M network [59] and is trained using bounding-box and primitive
annotations based on our 2D synthetic training dataset. At test
time the detector produces a set of bounding boxes with associated
class scores. The models are trained and evaluated on 640×640
pixel images. We also experimented with bottom-up approaches
for primitive detection based on Hough transform [60] and other
rule-based approaches. However, our experiments indicated that
the Faster R-CNN was considerably better.
For a fair comparison, we obtain primitive detections from
CSGNET trained on the 2D synthetic dataset only (same as the
Faster R-CNN). To obtain detection scores, we sample k programs
with beam-search decoding. The primitive score is the fraction of
times it appears across all beam programs. This is a Monte Carlo
estimate of our detection score. The accuracy can be measured
through standard evaluation protocols for object detection (similar
to those in the PASCAL VOC benchmark). We report the Mean
Average Precision (MAP) for each primitive type using an overlap
threshold between the predicted and the true bounding box of 0.5
intersection-over-union. Table 6 compares the parser network to
the Faster R-CNN approach.
Our parser clearly outperforms the Faster R-CNN detector on
the squares and triangles category. With larger beam search, we
also produce slighly better results for circle detection. Interest-
ingly, our parser is considerably faster than Faster R-CNN tested
on the same GPU.
Fig. 11: Qualitative performance of 3D-CSGNET. a) Input
voxelized shape, b) Summarization of the steps of the program
induced by 3D-CSGNET in the form of intermediate shapes, c)
Final output created by executing induced program.
5 CONCLUSION
We believe that our work represents a step towards neural gen-
eration of modeling programs given target visual content, which
we believe is quite ambitious and hard problem. We demonstrated
that the model generalizes across domains, including logos, 2D
silhouettes, and 3D CAD shapes. It also is an effective primitive
detector in the context of 2D shape primitive detection.
One might argue that the 2D images and 3D shapes considered
in this work are relatively simple in structure or geometry. How-
ever, we would like to point out that even in this ostensibly simple
application scenario (i) our method demonstrates competitive or
even better results than state-of-the-art object detectors, and most
importantly (ii) the problem of generating programs using neural
networks was far from trivial to solve: based on our experiments,
a combination of memory-enabled networks, supervised and RL
strategies, along with beam and local exploration of the state space
all seemed necessary to produce good results.
As future work, we would like to generalize our approach
to longer programs with much larger spaces of parameters in
the modeling operations and more sophisticated reward functions
balancing perceptual similarity to the input image and program
length. Other promising direction is alternate strategies for com-
bining bottom-up proposals and top-down approaches for parsing
shapes, in particular, approaches based on constraint satisfaction
and generic optimization.
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